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Introduction
Light emission from single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) is now routinely observed, in particular for the photo-excitation, but also for electroexcitation of charge carriers (for a recent review, see Ref. [1] ). Indeed, photoluminescence (PL) is a mainstay of SWNT characterization. Properly prepared SWNTs have sharp PL peaks (~10 meV at room temperature) with narrow linewidths and excellent quantum yield [2] [3] [4] . On the other hand, electroluminescence (EL) remains less well developed, with experimental challenges including more difficult sample preparation, and the need to combine optical and electronic setups. In contrast to PL, EL reveals a spectrally broad emission with low quantum yield [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The best PL spectral properties are obtained when the SWNTs are minimally perturbed, as in, for example, asgrown air-suspended SWNTs. However, for EL measurements, SWNTs typically undergo several processing steps which are potential sources of defects or contamination leading to non-radiative decay channels. In this letter, we report the spectrally resolved EL signal from samples free from post-growth processing. We find that while most SWNTs emit over a broad range (roughly 1200 nm to 1650 nm), a small number emit sharply peaked EL (<50 nm bandwidth). Moreover, the onset of sharp EL occurs at lower bias than the broad EL. The narrow EL is analogous to PL, and is a signature of the SWNT band structure. In contrast, the broad EL is non-specific, but rather, likely a common feature of almost any material brought to high temperature.
2 Results and discussion The samples, 1 cm 2 scale pieces of SiO 2 (1 µm thick) on Si (500 µm thick), were patterned by photolithography to produce large Pt contact electrodes. E-beam evaporated Co thin film (<1 nm thick) was also patterned to provide catalyst areas for chemical vapour deposition (CVD) using ethanol as the carbon source [11] . Importantly, CVD is the last stage of the device fabrication, therefore preserving, as much as possible, the pristine nature of the nanotubes. Platinum was used for the electrodes because of its compatibility with the high CVD temperature. Figure 1a shows a sample with several nanotubes bridging a ~4 µm gap between source and drain electrodes. The vast majority of nanotubes in this sample are in immediate contact with the SiO 2 substrate. EL measurements were performed on a probe station equipped with an InGaAs camera (sensitivity between 900-1650 nm, integration time 1-2 s) to detect light emission. Several nanotubes bridged the gap between source and drain, leading to several parallel nanotube channels which simultaneously emitted EL. An image of the EL from the gap area is shown in Fig. 1b . The source -drain voltage was typically between 8 V and 10 V while the source-drain current was several hundred µA. Under these conditions, the current was observed to saturate (i.e. the current showed little in-
The electroluminescence from single-walled carbon nanotube field effect transistors is spectrally resolved, and shows two distinct modes of light emission. The vast majority of nanotubes have spectrally broad emission consistent with the spectrum of blackbody radiation. Much more rarely, superposed on the broad emission is a single narrow (< 50 meV) peak which is consistent with expectation for electron -hole recombination. The narrow emission is strong even at lower biases and in general has greater peak intensity than the broadband emission. crease with increased bias) as transport is limited by scattering by optical phonons [12, 13] . With a typical saturation current of 20 µA per nanotube, we estimate that 10 to 20 nanotubes in parallel dominated the transport in our samples, which is consistent with the number of EL spots in a given image. This is the case in Fig. 1b with 10-15 spots over the entire 50 µm length of the gap. The gate voltage dependence of the EL signal was not systematically studied here, but sweeping the gate had little effect on the EL (the gate voltage was generally set to zero with respect to the drain electrode).
An important observation is that for the highest bias of 10 V, some emission spots suddenly disappeared and others appeared, with the eventual end state of an open circuit. Current carrying SWNTs reach high enough temperatures to readily oxidize in air [14] . Current must then travel through other remaining nanotubes in the conductive network, producing new emission spots. Although changes in oxide trap configuration could also produce similar fluctuations, they would not lead to irreversible device failure.
The main result of this work is demonstrated in spatially and spectrally resolved EL images ( Figs. 2 and 3) . Following Ref. [11] , the line of emission spots in Fig. 1b is equivalent to a slit in a grating spectrometer. Spectral imaging is readily achieved by placing a diffraction grating in the light path to the camera. In Fig. 2 , purely spatial images of the EL are shown in the left column. In the righthand column of Fig. 2 , the horizontal axis is spectrally resolved (wavelength in nm) while the vertical is spatially resolved.
The emission spectra were taken at increasing sourcedrain voltage starting at 4 V bias for a) and increasing in steps through b) and c) to 8 V in d). The precise bias voltage for b) and c) was not recorded. At the low voltages, the spectrum is dominated by a single, narrow emission peak ( Fig. 2a-b) , with a linewidth of 40 nm (35 meV). At higher voltages ( Fig. 2c-d) , broad and featureless emission peaks appear extending from 1250 nm to wavelengths beyond the detector cut-off of 1650 nm. This broad emission is the spectral signature of the majority of EL spots, similar to previous reports [6, 8] . The narrow emission is still visible at higher voltages and does not broaden significantly. Figure 3 shows several spectral slices taken from EL imaging spectra like Fig. 2 . Of the five different spectra shown, two are essentially broadband and featureless while three show peaks of various relative intensity. The narrow- Fig. 3 has a 35 meV linewidth, a value significantly lower than the 80-100 meV reported thus far [9, 10] .
Consistent with Ref. [8] , the broad emission can be explained by blackbody radiation. Using Planck's radiation theory, a 2 µm segment of a 1 nm diameter nanotube emits 2 × 10 5 photons/s at 600 °C (or 25 fW) at 1600 nm (over a 2.5 nm spectral bandwidth). This number is well above the detection limit of the camera and blackbody radiation is detectable in SWNTs even at relatively modest temperatures. Assuming that at high bias the EL spots are indeed disappearing due to oxidation in air [14] , it is well established from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) that SWNTs burn between 500 °C to 700 °C [15] . This is consistent with the conclusion that here SWNTs are reaching such temperatures.
The narrow EL becomes visible at much lower sourcedrain bias (a third or a half of the breakdown voltage) where the nanotube temperature should be closer to room temperature and the blackbody radiation relatively insignificant [14] . The fact that the EL linewidth is narrow, and that it is observed at low bias for which blackbody radiation is much weaker, suggests that the EL likely arises from excitonic recombination, as is the case for PL.
Even at low biases, the EL linewidths (~35 meV) measured are still significantly larger than for a pristine air-suspended nanotube PL (~10 meV) [16] . This might be expected on the basis that PL linewidths increase linearly with temperature [17] , and that nanotubes reach temperatures from 400 °C to 600 °C in the current EL measurements. The PL from SWNTs remains strong but is broad in this temperature range [18] . However, we cannot rule out other mechanisms of broadening. Even at room temperature, surfactant suspended nanotubes can exhibit similarly broad PL linewidth. Contact or proximity of a nanotube to surfaces can shorten the PL lifetime. More importantly, PL linewidths are generally measured in the linear excitation regime (emission intensity is linear with excitation intensity), implying low densities of photoexcited electrons, holes and excitons. However, we were only able to detect EL at high injection currents (of order 10 µA per nanotube). For reference, 1 µA corresponds to 6 × 10 12 electrons/s. A rough estimation of EL intensity indicates that typically 10 5 -10 7 photons/s are emitted. Thus for each EL emitting exciton, there are 10 5 -10 7 electrons (or holes) present. Therefore the linewidth is expected to be increased as a result of Auger processes which reduce the exciton lifetime.
The relative rarity of the narrow EL compared to broad EL may mean that narrow EL nanotubes might have local potential barriers favourable for EL to occur, for example at a locally suspended segment (a situation similar to Ref. [6] ). It may be that a suitable barrier could be created at a nanotube/nanotube junction in such a network, the bot-tom nanotube acting to reduce the interaction of the top nanotube with the substrate, or producing a discontinuity favouring exciton recombination.
3 Conclusion This work demonstrates that EL in SWNTs can arise in two spectrally distinct modes, each of which must originate from its own distinct mechanism. The broad, featureless EL is essentially blackbody radiation and occurs when devices are driven to sufficiently high currents that the nanotubes are Joule heated. The sharply peaked EL appears to be the electrically excited analog to PL. Only a handful of nanotubes out of many in a device show narrow EL. We have yet to determine the specific conditions which favour narrow EL over broad EL. The higher peak intensity and lower threshold for EL suggest that the narrow EL has greater promise for SWNT based optoelectronics.
